Travel and Medical Assistance Overview

Accidents, illnesses, and other emergencies are a fact of life. But when you’re away
from home and your usual medical and information sources, even minor situations
can become more intense. If you’re faced with an unexpected travel problem or
a medical emergency, prompt and reliable assistance can make the diference between
a minor glitch and a major issue. With Chubb’s Passport 360 policy, you can travel with
confdence, security, and peace of mind, knowing you’ll have the solutions you need,
when and where you need them.

Travel and Medical Assistance
Protection through Passport 360
Comprehensive coverage and services for your travel security needs, all in one plan.
From travel emergencies, to travel conveniences, Passport 360 combines a host
of features into one package.
With Passport 360, you have access to Europ Assistance, a leading travel assistance
provider. Their in-house team of doctors and nurses are experienced in
medical evacuation and transportation, emergency care and communication of
critical information.
Travel assistance
• Trip and baggage delay coverage
• Pre-travel information, travel risk alerts and access to our trip-risk intelligence
portal
• Emergency travel arrangements and message transmittals
• Emergency cash transfers
• Assistance in replacing lost or stolen travel documents
• Political evacuation if your home country recommends travelers return home
• Optional trip cancellation, trip interruption and event ticket coverage

Source: http://trip.ustia.org/surveys

81%

of Americans said
that access to 24-hour
emergency assistance
while traveling abroad
was important to them.

Medical assistance
• Worldwide medical and dental referrals, dispatch of doctors or specialists and
treatment monitoring
• Coordination of insurance information, medical records, medications, vaccine and
blood transfers
• Assistance replacing corrective lenses or medical devices
• Continuous updates to family, employers and home physicians, with consent
• Hotel arrangements for convalescence required before or after hospitalization
• Emergency medical evacuation, transportation to join a hospitalized family member
and care of dependent children left unattended due to a medical emergency
• Reimbursement for excess medical expenses as a result of accidental bodily injury in
the U.S. or abroad, or sickness when abroad*
*This is not intended to replace your primary medical coverage.

A complete package
• Comprehensive: You and your covered loved ones are protected 24/7/365
whether traveling for business and pleasure.
• Innovative: Coverages and services include upgrades so you get a tailored
solution to meet your unique needs. You can also choose from individual or
family plans, and two diferent levels of coverage: Essential and Enhanced**
• Seamless: One annual premium covers travel throughout the year, so there’s no
need to activate coverage on a trip-by-trip basis.
**Coverage may vary by state.

If you have questions, please contact your agent or broker.
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